《The Mysterious CEO》
208 New Entry!
The van reached the target location, the team members didn't know how many hours
had passed or you could say how many days had passed because this time their van
traveled via a ship. However, there were some unexpected things that had happened
which had never happened in any mission at least in which Liu Juan was a part of and
that was, two men were added in their team without any announcement.
However, both of the men weren't missed from the sights of all of the other team
members as everyone here was very cautious and attentive. They also felt strange but
they didn't voice their thoughts against both of the men when they noticed the driver
didn't say anything because the drive was leading them until they reached to the target
location.
Therefore, both men became a part of the team. However, all of the team members
thought that these two men were only a part of the team but then they were wrong.
What???
Why???
Well, they would know soon enough.

Liu Juan also felt strange about these two men but she didn't bother to put her attention
on them unless and until they created a problem for her as she knew that Bo Xiao
would be the team leader of this mission as she and Bo Xiao had planned. However,
soon enough, she would get to know that these two men were here to ruin her and Bo
Xiao's plan. This situation didn't go unnoticed by Bo Xiao either.
As soon as they reached the target place, the driver announced the leader of the team
for this mission…. ooops...I meant leaders.

"'121' and '557' will lead to this mission. See you later if you are still alive!" The driver
said and left.
Liu Juan and Bo Xiao were shocked as these numbers weren't theirs then whose
numbers did they belong to?

While '121' and '557' came forward and removed their black mask from their faces and
so did the other members. As soon as these two men's faces came in front of them,
everyone including Liu Juan felt strange as they hadn't seen these men before.
However, Bo Xiao was the only one who wasn't shocked because he knew these two
men.
These two men were the biological brothers, Robert and Jack. They also came under
their boss like Xin Chao and Bo Xiao. However, they didn't have the same power like
Xin Chao and Bo Xiao had. Xin Chao was the right hand of their boss, while Bo Xiao
wasn't the right hand of their boss but the north part of America came under his control.
As the saying went, greed never ends.
So this saying was appropriately applicable to Bo Xiao because he wasn't satisfied
only by having North America under his control. He wanted to expand his power, so
his next target was South America.
Bo Xiao had expressed his wish to control South America to his boss and his boss
agreed right away which was expected to Bo Xiao because the aforesaid saying was
also equally applicable to his boss. As ultimately the man would become the big boss
of all of the areas that came under his men by snatching the control of his rival.
So based on his boss's agreement with Bo Xiao, Bo Xiao thought that he would be the
team leader as whosoever be the team leader would control the south part of America
if the mission would be successfully completed and the team leader didn't die during
the mission.
However, now it seemed that his boss only agreed to take control of South America
but not letting Bo Xiao take control of it.
Nevertheless, Bo Xiao didn't lose his mind and decided to put his hundred percent
effort into this, not because of his loyalty towards his boss as he wasn't Xin Chao who
would agree with anything, but because of one thing and that was it, South America
would go under the control of both the brothers only if they didn't die until the end of
the mission.
So again another saying went, no one knows the hour of his death.
Therefore, as per Bo Xiao's thought, the aforesaid saying was for these two brothers.
However, no one knew that Bo Xiao's thoughts would be turned into reality or not…
Liu Juan was also displeased with the team leaders as it was not part of their plan, but

when she saw that Bo Xiao nodded towards her in understanding, she put all other
thoughts aside and concentrated on completing the mission successfully.
Robert and Jack gave the instructions to the team members as to which location they
would attack first and how. Both the brothers were using code language which only
their team members could understand.
After getting instructions from the team leaders, the team members were divided into
two groups. Luckily Bo Xiao and Liu Juan were in one group which came under
Robert as the group leader.
After that they left to complete the mission, if they successfully completed the mission
while staying alive, then they would meet here again.
When?
They didn't know.
Maybe after one month...or six months...or one year.
The maximum time limit to complete the mission was one year. If they didn't complete
it after one year, then the team members shouldn't bother to come back here. Everyone
knew that they wouldn't come back here after that time frame because they knew that
the enemy would be too powerful. If the enemy was able to fight for his area for more
than one year that also meant the enemy would definitely have the power to kill the
other party who tried to snatch his area from him.
This was the hardest part of these missions as in reality there was no real guarantee.
Once you were cut off from the remainder of the team due to the time frame, you were
basically as good as dead in the organization. Which also meant absolute failure and
there would be no rescue coming for them.

